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Abstract. One future challenge in informatics is the integration of humans in an 
infrastructure of data-centric IT services. A critical activity of this infrastructure 
is trustworthy information exchange to reduce threats due to misuse of (person-
al) information. Privacy by Design as the present methodology for developing 
privacy-preserving and secure IT systems aims to reduce security vulnerabili-
ties already in the early requirement analysis phase of software development. 
Incident reports show, however, that not only an implementation of a model 
bears vulnerabilities but also the gap between rigorous view of threat and secu-
rity model on the world and real view on a run-time environment with its de-
pendencies. Dependencies threaten reliability of information, and in case of 
personal information, privacy as well. With the aim of improving security and 
privacy during run-time, this work proposes to extend Privacy by Design by 
adapting an IT system not only to inevitable security vulnerabilities but in par-
ticular to their users’ view on an information exchange and its IT support with 
different, eventually opposite security interests.  
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1 Data-Centric Society and Security 

One future challenge in computer science is the integration of humans in an infra-
structure supported by Big Data Analytics and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) for 
promising innovative IT services aiming at sustainable and improving welfare of a 
society [1,45]. Their IT services should automatically predict, prepare for, response 
to, and recover from incidents in real-time. This flexibility requires availability of a 
sufficient amount of authentic personal data from different origins for the analyzing 
services implying disclosure of personal data and derived information to third parties, 
their aggregation, and secondary usage. Such IT services are data-centric as seen for 
business applications relying on information exchange as basic activity [42].  
 Data-centric services raise severe privacy concerns not only in well aware applica-
tions domains as eHealthcare [31], but also on areas where one would not expect 
these challenges, e.g., as in Archaeology [25]. While collection of personal data is of 
no real concern to most, their cross-domain usage is. Current studies shows that the 
majority of a population refrains from participating in data-centric services due to this 
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concern [14]. The key issue to be resolved is usage of (personal) data in compliance 
with agreed-upon social and business rules. This is necessary to achieve acceptable 
quantity and quality of required information [36], which reduces error rate of data-
centric services and so a vulnerability by misuse of (personal) information. 

1.1 Privacy by Design and User-Centered Security 

Beside citizens as participants in an information exchange service providers of data-
centric services become attractive for cyber-attacks [20]. Incidents arise mainly via 
third parties [12], i.e. dependencies between IT systems participating in an informa-
tion exchange. Privacy by Design postulates to consider IT security requirements in 
all phases of software development to reduce vulnerabilities [5,16]. Software engi-
neering process models are enriched by threat and risk modeling, which combine 
functional requirements as liveness properties with IT security requirements as safety 
properties [4]. An equilibrium of the participant’s individual security interests [40] 
specifies a privacy policy, which formalizes ‘balanced’ safety and liveness require-
ments as security properties [10]. Isolation separates then trustworthy from non-
trustworthy participants as well as reliable IT systems from failed ones. Irrespective 
of a software development process, the scope of implementing Privacy by Design 
ends at present after the release of an IT system. Its enforcement of a privacy policy 
holds as long as events and executions of the IT system during run-time correspond to 
its security model. Data-centric services, however, constantly changes their depen-
dencies due to information exchanges with other users.  

User-Centered Security extends Privacy by Design by integrating users’ require-
ments and view on the IT system of an information exchange into the threat model and 
IT security architecture [54]. Even though an iterative software development process 
model with short cycles might reduce the consequences of a security incident, it reacts 
on a vulnerability instead of preventing its exploitation. In addition, enforceability of a 
privacy policy, and in general of a security policy, is at present decided by rigorous 
enforceability of safety properties. Security mechanisms are statistical program analy-
sis, signaling with equivalent security policies as detectors, monitoring control traces 
with enforcement monitors, and re-writing control traces. The result is that enforce-
ment of safety properties can violate required liveness properties and it is not decidable 
in case of vulnerabilities by non-observable traces [27], e.g. covert channels. This is as 
well the challenge for enforcing the ‘right to be forgotten’ as granted to European citi-
zens as a countermeasure against misuse of personal information [11]. 

1.2 Contribution 

The contribution of this work is Adaptive User-Centered Security in adapting the threat 
model, IT security model, and its enforcement to users as participants in an informa-
tion exchange, dependencies, and incidents of an IT system during run-time. In con-
trary to the rigorous aim of strictly enforcing safety properties, Adaptive User-Centered 
Security aims at an acceptable enforcement of an equilibrium between safety and live-
ness requirements according to the risk tolerance of the given user. An adaptation 
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component configures and enforces individual security interests on behalf of the user 
as far as desired and possible. Starting point is the electronic identity (eID) of a user as 
his electronic representation in the Internet. 

2 Adaptation to the User 

Security mechanisms need to be used and configured without loss of information 
according to the privacy policy of an information exchange. The basics are a user 
model supporting the target user groups, establishment of trust domains with specific 
safety and liveness requirements, and a measurement on authenticity of information of 
an exchange. An adaptive user interface should prevent privacy vulnerabilities due to 
an interaction with the given user as far as possible according to the user model and 
privacy policy of an information exchange. It considers user interactions for the secu-
rity configuration of an IT system and scale its enforcement according to the privacy 
expectations of the user and properties of the security mechanisms. Depending on  
the results of a measurement, a change in the privacy policy for the isolation and the 
usage of security mechanisms should improve security and privacy and remain the 
information exchange acceptable or at least brittle, which means that an additional 
incident will turn the IT risk to be unacceptable for the affected user. 

2.1 Security-Relevant User Interactions 

The user interface of security tools must fulfil two requirements. On the one hand, it 
should offer the user all the necessary information about the configuration of security 
mechanisms, and on the other hand the user should interact with it as few as possible 
for achieving the goal of his activity with an IT service. Usability studies for security 
tools [46,49] show that their current user interfaces threaten an enforcement of a poli-
cy, since the user interfaces are driven by IT security concepts. A user has to learn 
these technical concepts and adapt to it.  

In order to configure all IT security protection goals, a user needs to explicitly con-
figure accountability and unobservability by his eID. Due to dependencies of IT secu-
rity protection goals, confidentiality can be controlled by the IT system. Integrity can 
be automatically controlled so that a user interaction needs only take place in case of 
a non-acceptable anomaly of integrity [28]. In addition to this configuration by safety 
requirements of a privacy policy, its liveness requirements define obligations on the 
availability of data according to the purpose of data processing, storage, their further 
disclosure and removal [30].  

In case of accountability and unobservability, an IT security situation depends on 
the user’s configuration, otherwise it is user-independent. If the current vulnerability 
is part of the system’s threat model, the IT security situation is independent on a  
manual user’s decision, otherwise dependent. If an information exchange depends  
on the context, the IT system can control enforcement of the privacy policy as long as 
the threat model considers the current security vulnerability under investigation. If the 
context has no dependency to the privacy policy, e.g. integrity can always be assured 
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without raising an additional vulnerability, the situation is context-independent. These 
dependencies result in the definition of an IT security situation by four classes (Table 1). 

Table 1. Classes of IT security situations 

 
Context-independent  

Privacy Policy 
Context-dependent  

Privacy Policy 

User-
independent 

Configuration 

Class 1: No user interaction 
necessary, totally controlled 
by the IT security system 

Class 2: Controlled by the IT 
security system, if situation can 
be detected; otherwise user 
interaction necessary 

User-
dependent 

Configuration 

Class 3: User interaction 
necessary for initial configu-
ration, then totally controlled 
by the IT security system 

Class 4: User interaction ne-
cessary, controlled by the user 

2.2 Scalability for Enforcement of a Privacy Policy 

Starting point for a user-centered enforcement of a privacy policy is identity man-
agement to achieve accountability with the digital representation of a user [43]. Iden-
tity management systems according to Chaum [9] and with anonymous credentials 
[23] are suitable for the enforcement of an adaptable user-centered security model, 
since they support accountability and unobservability by authentication with pseudo-
nyms without raising any vulnerability by contradicting with a liveness requirement 
of an information exchange. Even though identity management supports end-to-end 
security of an information exchange by authentication to an intermediary, dependen-
cies between the IT systems of participants in a data-centric service imply at the same 
time a vulnerability of non-observable traces between these IT systems. A compro-
mise of participants and their IT system can thus not be ruled out. Dependencies need 
to be considered for the user, threat, and IT security model as well as for enforcement.  

Regarding enforcement, these vulnerabilities relate to the threat model of Dolev 
and Yao [15], in which security is based on perfect security of cryptographic public 
key protocols, secure and available public directory of cryptographic public keys, and 
confidentiality of cryptographic secret keys. Since identity management ensures au-
thenticity of identity but not of exchange information, e.g., such as the necessary 
cryptographic public key for cryptographic protection of an information exchange, 
either an authentic pre-key sharing or an authentic key exchange via a third party is 
required to enforce IT security. A third party as an intermediary in information ex-
changes is in particular threatened by hidden dependencies, as IT security analysis for 
IT systems of data-centric services show. The concluding approach is ICT Resilience, 
which takes dependencies and incidents of any kind for IT security into account [53]. 
So that additional vulnerabilities don’t arise when formalizing the IT security model 
and its policies for an information exchange, the privacy policy model for adaptive 
user-centered security in general is usage control. Usage control considers obligations 
and does not raise additional vulnerabilities by its concept. 
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Enforcement of privacy and security policies, respectively, differs according to 
their enforceability in static analysis of the IT system, enforcement by a monitor, and 
by re-writing [27] whereas the approach differs in preventing, tolerating, removing, or 
forecasting vulnerabilities [6]. According to different security interests of the partici-
pants, their self-protection requires Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PET), Transpa-
rency-Enhancing Technologies (TET), or a mixed mode of their operation.  

Scalability for IT security requires a semantically accurate mapping of the required 
safety and liveness properties to different user interfaces for configuring privacy poli-
cies and their enforcement by the IT security architecture with its different security 
mechanisms PETs and TETs. Thereby, scalability may not raise by itself a vulnerabil-
ity across these IT security abstraction layers. Dependencies between these layers 
should be minimized so that changes within one layer does not affect internals of the 
other layers. The Model-View-Controller (MVC) software pattern for user interfaces 
[21] to enhance usability for non-experts, e.g., as deployed for film production 
processes [29], is suitable for Adaptive User-Centered Security. It considers depen-
dencies only between abstraction layers but not across their internal state transitions. 

2.3 System Evolution Cycle 

The system evolution cycle aims at adapting an IT security system to changes, vulne-
rabilities, and incidents during run-time. Figure 1 shows the process of adaptation. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Procedure for continuous adaptation of IT security enforcement 

User modeling gets input from two sources: From the initial evaluation and model-
ling by a user survey and from system tests. For the Internet usage in Germany, the 
study on trust and security on the Internet [14] is a starting point for the user model-
ling. System tests during run-time derive an evidence on anomalies of a policy viola-
tion on isolation and their information accountability [48] in combination for using 
security mechanisms for unobservability. In order to detect evidence on anomalies  
in information, a system test predicts and re-constructs the provenance on this infor-
mation to be derived or on derived information, respectively. The idea is to classify 
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information and their provenance to patterns, since this kind of monitoring does not 
change the state of the observed IT system. Patterns represent categories of enforce-
ment with isolation patterns and vulnerabilities as well as incidents by anti-isolation 
patterns with machine learning algorithms. This requires log data as observation by 
sensors on the provenance of the information under investigation. The adaptation com-
ponent initializes this system evolution cycle and continuously re-configures the IT 
security architecture while evaluating evidences of system tests and user’s interactions.  

2.4 Adaptive System Model for IT Security 

The MVC software pattern allows a scalable adaptation of the IT security architecture 
to the given user model, system model, and available security mechanisms. According 
to the current approach of Privacy by Design, the IT security architecture with its 
security mechanisms for controlling isolation follows immediately after the specifica-
tion of the IT security model. The consequence is a direct dependency between the 
state transitions of the model with a security mechanisms for their enforcement. A 
change of such a dependency requires a change in the model or security architecture 
with a re-validation of its security. The adaptation component aims exactly at a conti-
nuous re-validation of isolation. This give a view to the user on his privacy during 
run-time. According to the MVC software pattern, the adaptation component is an 
abstraction layer between then concrete IT system architecture and state of the isola-
tion and the adaptive user interface with its UI elements (Figure 2).  
 

 

Fig. 2. 3-Layer-Security-Model introducing abstraction for user-centered isolation 

This model introduces user-centered isolation for an information exchange across 
the layers and isolation patterns on combining suitable, available security mechanism 
according to different classes of isolation and its expected results. Isolation refers to 
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an information exchange between a user and his trust relationships to the other partic-
ipants and their IT systems according to a ‘balanced’ IT privacy policy of their inter-
ests. In this context, isolation of an information exchange is seen as a special sort of 
privacy, which refers to a controllable data processing for this information exchange 
[44]. Measurement of accountability of information derives an evidence on enforce-
ment of a given isolation.  

A certified isolation pattern can then be used for an equivalent scenario of an in-
formation exchange as well as for an exchange with other users. This allows the adap-
tation component to re-configure the IT system configuration according to a given 
user. System-centered isolation patterns complements it. They formalize a deploy-
ment of security mechanisms to enforce an isolation with acceptable risk according to 
the current and possible future states of the given IT system. If a previously unknown 
requirement, vulnerability, or incident occurs, the adaptation component can simulate 
deployment of known isolation patterns on this new situation, improve them, or de-
velop a new isolation pattern. This results in a new view on the required isolation. 

3 Adaptive User-Centered View on Information Exchange 

A view on isolation derives a statement on the likelihood for authenticity and accoun-
tability of information, i.e. anomalies in the specified isolation and accountability of 
the data processing. A view differs in the model of a user including his trust assump-
tions and knowledge about suitable isolation patterns as well as evidence on their 
enforcement. Concerning a data provider, the view results in a prediction of the ex-
pected isolation; concerning a data consumer, the view results in detecting whether 
isolation of received information has been enforced and it can be seen as authentic.  

3.1 IRiS: User-Centered IT Risk Analytics 

An evaluation library called IRiS (Information exchange Risk Screening) derives a 
statistical evidence on authenticity on the data processing and resulting information 
for a user-centered view on this IT system. IRiS extends data mining capability with 
two mechanisms to record information flows and to reconstruct events, which have 
led to a deviation from acceptable states. The third extension is to incorporate liveness 
concepts that allow a usage in planning mode, i.e. prediction on isolation of an infor-
mation exchange. IRiS consists of an IT risk analyzer (IRiS Analytics) and a database 
(IRiS Knowledge Database). The adaption component queries the IRiS Analytics 
whether the current isolation is acceptable according to the corresponding user and his 
membership to a group of the user model. The IRiS Analytics derives a statistical 
statement on the current information exchange from user’s known statements about 
the participants in this data processing and isolation patterns for the expected isola-
tion. The IRiS Knowledge Database stores this knowledge of the user and extends it 
with discovered isolation patterns and anomalies during run-time.  

The challenge for IRiS IT risk analyzer whether information and, in turn, its data 
processing can be seen as being authentic is the same as in a PKI in providing a 
statement on the authenticity of a cryptographic public key. Irrespectively on the  
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organizational model of a PKI, the evaluation model of Maurer [33] derives with 
propositional logic a user-centered view. Trust assumptions of a user A in other par-
ticipants’ enforcement of certification of the PKI, here isolation of the information 
exchange, is taken into account. Statements of a view refer to the cryptographic key 
of another participant X (AutA,X) known to the user A and taken as being authentic as 
well as on his belief in X, that is expressed by a trust statement (TrustA,X,i).  

Still, cryptographic key certificates and recommendations need to be considered to 
obtain the user’s trust in this view on an information exchange. A cryptographic key 
certificate issued by a participant X in the role of a certification authority (CA) on 
enforcement of isolation and this, in turn, on the reliability of the IT system of another 
participant Y (CertX,Y). A recommendation expresses a belief i of a participant X in a 
participant Y (RecX,Y,i) in that Y enforces the certification policy and, hence, can be 
trusted, i.e. privacy policy for this information exchange. Figure 3 illustrates an ex-
emplary view of a user X=Alice on the exchange of information from a user Y=Bob 
with the intermediaries and statements of user C=System 3 and D=System 4. The red 
arrow represents the requested statement whether Alice can consider the information 
from Bob as being authentic (AutAlice,Bob). The blue arrows represent the statements for 
the information exchange via System 3 on authenticity of data processing (AutAlice,System 

3), certification (CertSystem 3,Bob), and trust (TrustAlice, System 3,2). The black arrows 
represent statements known to Alice on an exchange of the same information via par-
ticipant System 4: AutAlice,System 4, CertSystem 4,Bob, CertSystem 3,System 4, and TrustAlice,System 4,1. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Exemplary view of a user Alice on an information exchange according to [Maurer 1996] 

The aim of IRiS Analytics is to derive the statement AutA,B, here AutAlice,Bob, by the 
following rules [33] from the view of A=Alice.  
 
• ∀X,Y: AutA,X, TrustA,X,1, CertX,Y → AutA,Y     (1) 
• ∀X,Y,i≥1: AutA,X, TrustA,x,i+1, RecX,Y,i → TrustA,Y,i (2) 
• ∀X,Y,1≤k<i: TrustA,X,i → TrustA,X,k      (3) 
• ∀X,Y,1≤k<i: RecA,X,i → RecA,X,k       (4) 
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Concerning the example, Alice considers the information from Bob as authentic, 
since AutAlice,Bob can be derived by one of the data traces in the directed graph of the 
data traces for this information. Afterwards IRiS Analytics checks whether the re-
ceived information matches with acceptable probability to a cluster of expected valid 
information or is valid in case this information is the cryptographic public key of Bob 
or a certified statement of a credential. In case of information, a data clustering 
scheme should assign this information to a cluster of expected results according to the 
privacy policy and isolation patterns known to Alice. In case of a cryptographic public 
key, its validity will be checked according to the privacy policy on its authorized 
usage, timeliness, and revocation to grant access on Alice’s IT system [7].  

IRiS Analytics checks security vulnerabilities as dependencies of the given in-
stance of the workflow ‘Information exchange’ between the participating IT systems 
as a Black Box [3] and, if necessary and possible, additionally their internal data trac-
es with a White Box test scheme [17]. The former evaluation results in evidenceINFOR-

MATION; the evaluation of the workflow instance results in evidenceDATA TRACE. Their 
combination contributes together with the statement AutA,X on evidenceISOLATION [52]. 
However, even though if a data trace between nodes or a node itself is faulty, a data 
trace of another information exchange might be acceptable correct. Taking several 
data traces for exchanging the same information into account results, in turn, in a 
consensus on AutA,X. The evaluation model of [33] considers dependencies and in-
complete knowledge about enforcement, which is the case for data traces of hidden 
dependencies, by a confidence parameter derived from a probability distribution on 
the set of possible initial views of a user.    

The IRiS Database stores this knowledge including user interactions and system 
configurations of instances of the workflow ‘Information exchange’. Since the out-
come and costs of reconstructing archived information with the configuration of the 
corresponding instance are difficult to estimate, an approach is to emulate their recon-
struction in possible future data processing environments using software [41]. The 
aim is to identify clearly defined and controllable preservation strategies, which 
should be integrated in current business processes. Detected and robust patterns from 
other trustworthy participants should extend this knowledge as well as the robust 
isolation patterns of this user should be publicly available and exchanged with others. 
This information should be exchanged via an already established isolated channel, 
e.g. a proven trustworthy intermediary of an eID infrastructure. Since information 
leakage might occur due to a hidden dependency, isolation patterns should be anony-
mized before their disclosure while remaining accountable to detect the cause of such 
an information leakage. An approach is a k-anonymization scheme, which tags ano-
nymized information by the procedure of their anonymization [32]. This evaluation 
considers colluding data consumers, as given by an incident propagation, with the aim 
of non-authorized re-identification of the related identity to this information. 

3.2 Retrieving and Re-Writing Data Traces 

IRiS Analytics derives a view on an IT system and exchange of personal information, 
which is built with the IT systems of the participants in an information exchange and 
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eventually needs to be modified or dissolved during run-time. If a non-acceptable 
evidence on an anomaly derived by a system test or a new requirement from the user 
model occurs, a re-writing of the workflow [47], the IT system [27], or both is re-
quired in advance or during an information exchange, respectively, to prevent more 
severe incidents. Retrieving and re-writing data traces may not raise an additional 
vulnerability in enforcing the user’s security interests on accountability and unobser-
vability. Since these mechanisms consider isolation as a kind of privacy, they are 
called Privacy Forensics and Privacy Control. 
 Privacy Forensics aims at detecting evidence on isolation by the most probable 
data provenance history and its classification to an anomaly pattern. Information is 
tagged with a label, which represents the data providing and data consuming parties 
together with the corresponding privacy policy for this isolation. The provenance of 
information, and in general data, d consists of the data provider’s, data consumer’s, 
and the user’s identity as well as a pointer to the privacy policy. The privacy policy is 
indirectly part of a tag by a link to it. This, in turn, allows the user to modify the pri-
vacy policy and the IT system, if the purpose of the data’s usage changes or a severe 
vulnerability and incidents occurs. The tag should stick to d, so that d∗=(d, tag) can be 
disclosed further while assuring the integrity of the relationship within d∗. If d∗ is 
disclosed further, the tag has to be updated by adding the new role of this now data 
providing participant and adding the identity of the new data consumer. The sequence 
of tags for the same personal information thus constitutes its data trace. 

Tagging of data requires authentic information for testing and to reduce the statis-
tical error rate of the applied machine learning scheme. So that the necessary (person-
al) data as log data don’t violate the protection goal unobservability, each log data is 
encrypted and related log data for deriving an evidence on isolation of a given infor-
mation exchange are linked by a chain of cryptographic hash values. Linked log data 
represent a log view on a data provider’s information. Each log view is individualized 
to the identity of the corresponding data provider. Collection and retrieval log views 
depend on a trusted execution environment to which the data provider or an autho-
rized participant, e.g. an auditor, authenticates with his identity to get access [2]. 
Since internal traces of a sub IT system are not known, but labeled evidence exists by 
the specification of this data processing, supervised machine learning can be useful 
for deriving evidenceDATA TRACE. Since not all kind of data can be annotated, mechan-
isms of unsupervised machine learning should also be researched to establish their 
suitability. The derived data provenance has some safety and liveness properties, 
which are expressed by a policy as its detector [27]. If this policy is not equivalent to 
the privacy policy of the expected isolation, an anomaly has been detected. 

Privacy Control aims at re-writing the ‘code’ according to changes in the privacy 
policy and supporting at the same time self-protection against information leakage. 
The main identity of users as data providers remains unobservable, when the eID 
infrastructure supports pseudonymity as well as non-linkable delegation and revoca-
tion of rights [44]. Pseudonymity should be revocable should provable fraud have 
occurred. According to distributed trust management [7], an orchestration according 
to authorizations can be done by delegation and revocation of rights with credentials. 
Credentials are a representation of access rights, which are delegated to service  
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providers to obtain access to personal data in agreement with the individual in ques-
tion. Anonymized credential schemes achieves unobservability in the issuing and 
showing protocols [8]. The individual (in the role of the data subject) specifies these 
access decisions by delegating the access rights together with obligations or using 
these access rights to the requesting service provider (in the role of a data consumer). 
To obtain a user’s agreement for each disclosure of his personal data to a third party, 
it should be possible to delegate and revoke rights for isolating an information ex-
change. Thereby, a delegation of rights defines a collaboration between service pro-
viders including the exchange of given user’s personal data between them. 

4 Adaptive Identity Management System 

Preliminary work of the author exists as partial identities for security-relevant user 
interactions, Privacy Control, and Privacy Forensics.  

4.1 iManager: User Interactions and Personal IT Security Tool 

iManager as an eID client for mobile use introduces partial identities for user interac-
tion and a concept for automatic configuration of security mechanisms [50]. It offers 
interfaces to the user, security mechanisms, and applications of a mobile device. The 
access to personal data and to cryptographic keys is exclusively possible by using the 
identity manager. An application’s request to these data will be checked by the identi-
ty manager to see whether the user has granted authorization to this access on person-
al data. Based on a security platform with the necessary security mechanisms in order 
to protect the communication, the personal data and the privacy of the user, the com-
ponents identity configuration, identity negotiation, and confirmation of action are 
responsible for managing partial identities. The concept of partial identities for securi-
ty-relevant user interactions and its implementation for the iManager has been devel-
oped according to the software development process model of User-Centered Security 
Engineering (UCSec) [22]. UCSec combines usability engineering for development of 
user interfaces with security engineering.  

4.2 DREISAM: Non-Linkable Delegation of Rights for Privacy Control 

DREISAM extends an eID infrastructure for an unobservable delegation and revoca-
tion of rights to third parties [44]. The higher cryptographic protocols of DREISAM 
combine the mechanisms for delegation of rights by credentials with mechanisms for 
enforcing non-linkability for unobservability when using credentials. Anonymous 
credentials make use of a cryptographic commitment scheme for binding authoriza-
tions to a cryptographic key and of zero-knowledge proofs for showing this relation-
ship without revealing any identifying data. Since a user would lose control on his 
identity, if he would use anonymous credentials for delegation, a proxy credential 
replaces sharing of individual's master identity. It represents to the certification author-
ity (CA) the individual's delegation request for a certain right to a service provider.  
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If the service provider gets a proxy credential, he has the individual's authorisation to 
get the requested access right by means of an anonymous credential. The CA logs 
requests from users and service providers with the issued proxy and anonymous cre-
dentials in the delegation list. The CA uses this list for checking service providers’ 
requests for anonymous credentials and for resolving disputes between participants.  

4.3 DETECTIVE: Data Provenance Protocols for Privacy Forensics 

DETECTIVE is an experimental data provenance system with the aim of privacy-
preserving tracing disclosure of data to third parties even in case of covert channels 
[51]. DETECTIVE makes use of cryptographic commitments and of a symmetric 
digital watermarking algorithm but without the need of a trustworthy data provider or 
a TTP regarding the embedding and checking of data provenance information. Cryp-
tographic commitments link the identities of the participating service providers in any 
disclosure of personal data. Digital watermarking is used to tag the corresponding 
personal data with this link. Since users do not take part in the disclosures of personal 
data, users give their authorization in advance, e.g. by using DREISAM. DETECTIVE 
operates in the three phases (1) definition of the collaborating service providers of a 
business process by obligations and their delegation according to the privacy policy, 
(2) documenting disclosures of personal data to third parties by adding data prove-
nance as a digital watermark, and (3) checking the enforcement of the obligations by 
comparing the delegated rights with the data provenance information of the found 
personal data.  

5 Related Work 

Adaptation of IT security enforcement is considered for user interfaces and on getting 
access on data, but without proposing a concept for adaptation in general and in case 
of an information exchange. Recent work configures screen locking of a device for 
non-authorized access via the GUI according to the current physical environment of 
the (mobile) device. The physical environment represent the context on which a ma-
chine learning scheme derives a classification and classify the current context. The 
focus is on data disclosure, i.e. on data collection, of location data [34].  

Adaptation of security-relevant user interactions on IT security considers the de-
sign of a GUI, which addresses different level of user risk [12]. A dialogue adaptation 
engine tracks user’s behavior, generates security dialogues, and provides feedback to 
the user. It uses collected security information to alter the behavior of the dialogs. 
Security information is stored in data stores, which is decision risk, user performance, 
and environmental data. Decision risk data are executions with high risks, user per-
formance data refers whether a user differentiates between non-risk and risky opera-
tions, and environmental data are other external data. However, there is no assurance 
that this system runs as expected, since it assumes an IT system without vulnerabili-
ties. It has been shown that a misuse of GUI elements by introducing hidden GUI 
elements is possible and an exploit of this vulnerability results in information leakage. 
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Approaches for detecting security vulnerabilities by assessing a GUI consider certain 
classes of vulnerabilities and user group, but not a general user and threat model 
[29,35].   

6 Conclusion 

Adapting an IT system of an information exchange to security vulnerabilities during 
run-time to acceptable enforce individual security interests would improve security 
and privacy by reducing security vulnerabilities in an isolation. However, this inherits 
a privacy paradoxon. Whereas PETs should impede a privacy violation by restricting 
availability personal information, they impede at the same time a detection of security 
vulnerabilities in isolation of an information exchange and, hence, threaten privacy as 
understood by isolation of an information exchange. On the one side, accountability 
of information with TETs, as demanded with transparent, accountable data flow track-
ing by the Big Data and Privacy 90-day review of The White House [19], requires 
authentic personal information to reduce the error rate of an adaptation. On the other 
side, usage of personal information according to an isolation, hence security and pri-
vacy, is threatened by hidden dependencies such as an exploit of a covert channel for 
an information leakage and modification of information. The proposal for Adaptive 
User-Centered Security should contribute to identify and enforce an equilibrium in 
such a multilateral settings between the individual security and privacy interests of 
participants in an information exchange, among others on security incidents. 
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